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New/Modern

computers

electric

environment

What do you do when you are hot ./ When do you drink cold water

It is a tower that shines light to ships at sea to warn them about danger.

About 130 metres tall.

The Lighthouse / It helped ships by shining light to warn sailors about dangers 
when they could not see well.

No, I don’t think we wouldn’t read books./Yes, I think we wouldn’t read books.

ii

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b or c:

1 The speakers talk about some .
 a roads b forms of transport c planes   

2 Coaches are  than trains.
 a slower b faster.  c heavier.

3 It is not   to travel by plane.
 a cheap b expensive  c slow

4 To enjoy the Nile, travel by  .
 a car b coach  c boat   

  B Language Functions
2  Complete the following dialogue:

 Ahmed: What can help people live a comfortable life?
 Samy: 1      technology.
 Ahmed: Yes, like 2      which play an important part. 
 Samy: Also, most metro trains are 3    now. 
 Ahmed: That’s right.
 Samy: Taking care of our 4     can also help us live a    

  comfortable life. 

3  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues:

1 Mary: Do you think we won’t read books any more, but only on computers?
 Sally:  . 
2 Ali:  ? 
 Adel: When I’m hot, I drink cold water. 

  C Reading Comprehension
4  Read the following, then answer the questions:

1 What is a lighthouse?     
 

2 How tall was the Lighthouse of Alexandria? 
 

3 How did the Lighthouse help ships? 
 

Practice Test 4a

The Lighthouse of Alexandria was one of the most famous buildings in the ancient 
world. It was about 130 metres tall and it was one of the tallest structures on 
earth. It was built around 280 BCE. A lighthouse is a tower that shines light to 
ships at sea to warn them about dangers, like rocks that cannot be seen in the 
dark. Therefore, the Lighthouse had helped many ships when the sailors could not 
see well. 



4 The Lighthouse of Alexandria was one of the tallest   in the world.
 a people b buildings c ships d lights
5 It has   many ships. 
 a helped b destroyed c built d shined

 D The Reader
5  a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 Hogarth was fishing in a river when he saw  .
 a the Iron Man b the dragon c birds d his father

2 Hogarth was a farmer’s  .
 a uncle b brother c father d son

 b. Answer the following questions:
1 Where did the farmers go to look for the Iron Man?
   
2 Why do you think the farmers were right to make a trap for the Iron Man?
   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
6  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 He climbed the hill  . He wasn’t tired at all.
 a badly b friendly c hardly d easily
2    is a coloured liquid that people use for writing.  
 a Rice b Wood c Ink d Glass
3 Long ago, people   travel by plane.
 a would b couldn’t c won’t d can
4 Most cars and buses use   which we make from oil.
 a petrol b salt  c electricity d vinegar 
5 If I don’t know a word, I   my dictionary.
 a using b use c used       d uses
6 Egypt is a large   in Africa.
 a village b city c town d country
7   do people make boats from wood?.
 a What b Where c Why d When
8 My classroom is on the   floor.
 a fourth b four c forty d fourteen

7  Read and correct the underlined words:
1 Would we all use computers at school in the future?    
2 Pollution can’t be bad for the environment.   
3 How tallest is a camel?  

 F Writing 
8  Write a paragraph of six sentences about how to help 

keep the environment clean. 

 

	 Tapescript

There are different ways to travel in Egypt. Trains are faster than coaches. Boats are slow, but are a 
good way to see the Nile. Planes are expensive.



They went to the cliff.

Will

good

tall

Because the Iron Man ate their cars and tractors.

Students’ own answers.

No, I don’t think we wouldn’t read books./Yes, I think we wouldn’t read books.
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 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, or c:

1 How many times does Mona clean her teeth every day?
 a ten b two c twelve   

2 What does Mona use to clean her teeth?
 a toothache b toast c toothpaste

3 What did the ancient Egyptians use to make toothpaste?
 a salt and plants b soap and plants c soup and plants

4 Toothpaste is an   invention. 
 a American b Egyptian c English   

  B Language Functions
2  Complete the following dialogue:

 Mother: Do you want to make a glass of lemonade?
 Salwa: Yes, Mum. What do I do?
 Mother: 1      put some water in a mixer. 
 Salwa: What do I do 2    ?
 Mother: Put some 3  and half a peeled lemon. Mix them together and  

  wait a few minutes. After that you can pour the juice in a glass. 
   4  enjoy your lemonade.
 Salwa: Thank you for your help, Mum. 

3  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues:

1 Ali: Will people be able to travel to space?
 Samy:  
2 Huda:  ? 
 Samya: The Great Pyramid of Giza is about 4,500 years old. 

  C Reading Comprehension
4  Read the following, then answer the questions:

1 What is the Suez Canal?     
 

2 When did the Suez Canal become longer? 
 

3 Why is the Suez Canal important to ships? 
 

First

next / after that

Perhaps they will be able to. / Maybe they will.

How old is the Great Pyramid of Giza

It is one of the world’s most important waterways.

In 2015.

Because it is the shortest sea connection between Asia and Europe.

sugar

Finally
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Practice Test 4b

iv

The Suez Canal is one of the world’s most important waterways. It is in Egypt 
and allows ships to travel from the Mediterranean to the Red Sea, making it 
the shortest sea connection between Asia and Europe. In 2015, it became 72 
kilometres longer. After a project that took only one year, many more ships can 
now use the Suez Canal. The new canal will bring about 13 billion dollars of 
business into Egypt by 2023.



4 A   is a connection between two seas.
 a kilometre b waterway c dollar d ship
5 Before the project,   ships could use the Canal. 
 a much b more c less d fewer

 D The Reader
5  a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 The Iron Man tried to pick up Hogarth’s father’s  .
 a van b car c plough d tractor

2 The farmers made a very big hole for the  . 
 a Iron Man b dragon c bird d fire  

b. Answer the following questions:
1 Who saw the Iron Man first?
   
2 Why do you think the farmers put an old van next to the hole?
   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
6  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 Today we   travel easily around the world using different forms of transport. 
 a won’t b can c can’t d must
2 Glass   are coloured balls that people use for jewellery.  .
 a bells b beds c beads d bills
3 Do you feel ill if you   too many sweets?
 a eat b eaten c ate d eating
4 Follow the rules to use the Internet  .
 a slowly b easy  c hard d safely 
5 A lighthouse is a tower that   a light to ships at sea to warn them about danger.
 a shining b shines c shined       d has shined
6 The river is   so many boats can pass through it at the same time. 
 a heavy b tall c wide d long
7 To remove the outside of the vegetable means to  it.
 a peel b float c sink d add
8 Do a similar   using oil.
 a experience b excuse c explanation d experiment

7  Read and correct the underlined words:
1 She plays the piano beautiful.    
2 He came two in the race.   
3 We won’t send letters. We’ll send paragraphs on the computer.  

F Writing 
8  Write a paragraph of six sentences about your predictions 

for the future of education in Egypt. 

	 Tapescript

Salwa: Do you clean your teeth, Mona?
Mona: Yes, twice a day using toothpaste.
Salwa: Is toothpaste an Egyptian invention?
Mona: Yes, the ancient Egyptians made it from salt and plants.



Hogarth.

beautifully

second

To get the Iron Man to come closer to the trap / because the Iron Man liked to eat iron.

emails

Students’ own answers.
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stomach-ache
medicine

Twice

Thank

You can do some exercises every day

Can you help me get on the bus, please

Because if I smoke, I can’t do sports.

Being ill and lung damage so a smoker cannot breathe well, run or do exercise.

Yes, it is (very dangerous). / Yes, I do because cigarettes contain dangerous 
chemicals.

ii

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, or c:

1 What is the talk about?
 a health b permission  c safety in the kitchen   

2 What will happen if you don’t roll up your long sleeves? You  .
 a  will burn yourself b will stay warm  c will cook faster

3 How must you touch a hot pan?
 a Without a towel b With a towel  c Without gloves

4 You should always use   plates.
 a clean b hot  c long   

  B Language Functions
2  Complete the following dialogue:

 Doctor: What’s the matter?
 Sherif: I had a sandwich in a restaurant and I’ve got a 1    .
 Doctor: I see. If you take this 2    , you’ll feel better. 
 Sherif: How many times should I take it? 
 Doctor: 3    , once in the morning and once in the evening.
 Sherif: I will. 4     you, Doctor. 

3  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues:

1 A: How can I get fit quickly?
 B:  . 
2 A:  ? 
 B: Sure, Mum. Let me hold your hand so you can get on the bus. 

  C Reading Comprehension
4  Read the following, then answer the questions:

1 Why is it wrong to smoke if you like doing sports?     
 

2 What health problems do smokers have? 
 

3 Do you think it is dangerous for smokers to smoke when children are near? Why?  
 

Practice Test 5a

Smoking is very bad for your health. The tobacco in cigarettes contains dangerous 
chemicals. It makes you ill. Smoking damages your lungs and you cannot breathe 
well. It is bad for your teeth. People who smoke cannot run or do exercise. They 
find it very difficult to stop smoking because their bodies need tobacco. Smoking 
pollutes the environment. We should all help keep the environment clean because 
we all live in it.



4 Smoking causes      to the environment.
 a fitness b safety c health d pollution
5 Tobacco is      to our health. 
 a harmful b useful c healthy d fruitful

D The Reader
5  a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 The Iron Man was happy in the  . 
 a trap b scrap metal yard c hole d farm

2 The Iron Man got out of the trap after a .
 a week b month c year d day

 b. Answer the following questions:
1 What did Hogarth ask the Iron Man to stop doing?
   
2 Why was Hogarth’s idea to take the Iron Man to the crap metal yard a good idea?
   

E Vocabulary and Structure
6  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 Nobody helped me do the homework. I did it  .
 a yourself b herself c myself d himself
2  Sugar is not   for your health.
 a good b bad c fast d slow
3 You   be late for school.
 a should b must c haven’t d mustn’t
4 How can I stop   too many sweets?
 a eaten b eating  c eat d ate 
5 Most people like nuts,   they?
 a don’t b aren’t c didn’t       d weren’t
6 If you have a lot of  , you will be able to run.
 a work b energy c food d advice
7   me help you tidy the house, Mum.
 a Shall b Can c Let d Will
8 We use our   to think and learn.
 a backs b arms c skin d brains

7  Read and correct the underlined words:
1 You should going to bed early.    
2 Milk makes our bins and teeth strong.   
3 Fresh fruits and vegetables containing vitamins. 

F Writing 
8  Write a paragraph of six sentences about how to stay fit 

and healthy. 

 

	 Tapescript

In the kitchen, roll up your long sleeves or they will catch fire. Never touch a hot pan without a towel. 
Always use a clean plate.



(He asked the Iron Man to stop) eating cars and tractors.

Because the scrap metal yard was full of old bikes, cookers, fridges, cars, and vans for the Iron 
Man to eat.

go

bones

contain

Students’ own answers.
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A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, or c:

1 You mustn’t eat fruits and vegetables unless you   them well.
 a cut b wash c peel   

2 You mustn’t swim in  .
 a canals b seas. c pools.

3 You mustn’t eat before you wash your   well.
 a hands b legs c face

4 Drinking   water helps keep you healthy.
 a hot b cold c clean   

  B Language Functions
2  Complete the following dialogue:

 Father: What happened to you?
 Hassan: While I was coming back from school, I 1 on the ground. 
 Father: Let me see. 
 Hassan: I 2  my arm.
 Father: Don’t 3 . You didn’t 4  it. 
 Hassan: Thank you. 

3  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues:

1 Girl: Can I make myself a cup of tea, please?
 Mother:  
2 Boy:  ? 
 Doctor: You can stop eating sweets by having fresh fruits when you’re hungry. 

C Reading Comprehension
4  Read the following, then answer the questions:

1 Which kind of sugar isn’t bad for us?     
 

2 Why do you think exercise is important? 
 

3 Why should you have a healthy diet? 
 

4    makes our bones strong.

 a Carbohydrates  b Fats c Salt   d Calcium

fell

hurt
worry

Yes, you can. / No, you cannot.
How can I stop eating sweets

Natural sugar (in fruits and vegetables).

It is good for the body and for the brain. (It strengthens us.)

To do better at school.

break
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Practice Test 5b

iv

If you want to do better at school, you should eat a healthy diet. This means a 
balanced diet that contains protein, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins and calcium. You 
can find carbohydrates in bread and rice. These give you energy. Fat in olive oil 
contain vitamins. Dairy products, eggs, meat, fish, beans, lentils and nuts contain 
proteins. Proteins help our bodies grow strong. Calcium in milk and cheese gives 
us strong bones and teeth. Fruits and vegetables have vitamins and natural sugar. 
Exercise and sleep are important, too. 



5 Our body needs enough   , too, doesn’t it?
 a sleep b tobacco c money d homework

D The Reader
5  a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 The farmers filled the hole with  . 
 a water b soil c fish d iron

2 Hogarth said he was sorry to the Iron Man because the Iron Man was   for a 
long time.

 a satisfied b happy c safe d hungry

b. Answer the following questions
1 Where did Hogarth take the Iron Man?
   

2 Why couldn’t the Iron Man climb out of the trap?
   

E Vocabulary and Structure
6  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 The   beats faster when you run. 
 a back b heart c brain d skin
2 If you   Paris, you will see the Eiffel Tower.
 a visiting b visited c visit d visits
3 He worked on the computer all day and now he has got a  .
 a headache b toothache c bilharzia d stomach-ache
4 At school, we   be on time for our lessons.
 a would b can’t  c mustn’t d must 
5 It is important to cover food because   are dangerous.
 a flies b planets c plants       d scales
6 Water is safer to drink   you boil it. 
 a although b so c unless d if
7 We use oven   to hold things that are hot.
 a sleeves b cookers c gloves d lids
8 They are nearly home. They must get   the bus at the next stop.
 a at b off c of d on

7  Read and correct the underlined words:
1 I cannot breath under water.    
2 A horse weighs about four-hundred grammes. 
3 In tomorrow’s English lesson, we did writing practice.  

F Writing 
8  Write a paragraph of six sentences about offering help 

to your friend to solve some health problems that this 
friend has. 

	 Tapescript

Teacher: How can you stay healthy?
Omar:  You must wash your hands before eating.
Samy:  Wash fruits and vegetables before eating.
Ramy:  Never swim in canals.
Ahmed:  Drink clean water.



Because the trap the Iron Man fell into was big and deep.

breathe

kilogrammes

will do

(He took the Iron Man to) the scrap metal yard.

Students’ own answers.
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similar

It is made of wood.
I started doing sports/jogging/running every day.

screen
move

same

Martin Cooper

Take photographs and use the Internet.

The new mobile phone is lighter than the old one. The battery in the old one didn’t last as long 
as in the new mobile phone. / Today’s mobile phones are smaller, lighter, with colour screens, a 
camera and voicemail.
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A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b or c:

1 What does the mother give her daughter?
 a advice b possessions  c bags   

2 How must Hala keep her bag?
 a  open b closed  c clean

3 Hala should hold her bag   her.
 a next to b behind  c in front of

4 Hala’s phone should be   her bag.
 a inside b outside  c beside   

 B Language Functions
2  Complete the following dialogue:

 Hany:  I’m looking for a computer or a laptop. Which is better?
 Shopkeeper: A laptop is 1  to a computer but not as fast. 
 Hany:  I see. What else is different?  
 Shopkeeper: The 2  is smaller. It’s not as big or heavy as a   

   computer, so it’s much easier to 3 around. 
 Hany:  Is a tablet the 4  as a laptop?
 Shopkeeper: No, it’s smaller and less expensive. 
 Hany:  Well, I think a laptop is the best choice for me.

3  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues:

1 Mary:  What is the desk made of?
 Sally:   . 
2 Ali:    
 Adel:  That’s good news! It will help keep you fit! 

C Reading Comprehension
4  Read the following, then answer the questions:

1 Who invented the first mobile phone?      
 

2 What are two differences between the new mobile phone and the old one? 
 

3 What can some mobile phones do today?
 

Practice Test 6a

Martin Cooper invented the mobile phone. The first mobile phone weighed about 
900 grammes. It was not as light as the new mobile phone. The battery in the 
old mobile phone didn’t last very long. It lasted for only one hour. Text messages 
started being used in the 1990s. Mobile phones became smaller and lighter. They 
had colour screens, a camera and voice mail. Today’s phones can take better 
photographs than many cameras. People can use new mobile phones for surfing 
the Internet. We should use mobile phones for short periods of time, as they are 
harmful to our health.

ii



made

in

difference

Students’ own answers.

(The Iron Man told the dragon to fly to) the sun.

Because the dragon was hungry and wanted to eat them.

4 Old mobile phones are      than the new ones.
 a better b lighter c faster d heavier
5 People should use their mobile phone less, as it is not      for their 

brain and body. 
 a beautiful b good c bad d quick

D The Reader
5  a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 The dragon flew faster than a  .
 a plane b space rocket c train d car

2 The dragon asked for  .
 a water b fire c food d air

 b. Answer the following questions:
1 Where did the Iron Man tell the dragon to fly?
   
2 Why did the people want to destroy the dragon?
   

E Vocabulary and Structure
6  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 There is an   about the Suez Canal in the paper.
 a hour b opinion c invention d article
2 Where was this pencil case made  ?
 a in b out c of d from
3 People   old materials to make new things.
 a plant b decide c recycle d can
4 Modern mobile phones weigh   than 900 grammes.
 a less b more  c fewer d few 
5 A lot of wood for paper and furniture comes from   in Brazil.
 a cars b bags c trees       d hats
6 Hundreds of photos for the Suez Canal   by tourists.
 a were taken b took c take d were taking
7  If you want to change something on a computer, use the  .
 a screen b mouse c mat d printer
8 My aunt has a beautiful garden   her house.
 a into b from c outside d inside

7  Read and correct the underlined words:
1 The best handbags are usually make from leather.    
2 Are many computers made from China?   
3 There is no similarity between the two skirts. They are exactly the same. 

F Writing 
8  Write a paragraph of six sentences about predictions for 

the future of forms of transports. 

 

	 Tapescript

Mother: Never leave your bag open, Hala, and your possessions won’t fall.
Hala: Yes, Mum! 
Mother: Hold it in front of you.
Hala: OK.
Mother: Put your phone inside it. It’ll be safer.
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iii



A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b or c:

1 You can find Egyptian   in other countries.
 a rice b clothes c both a and b   

2 Many countries have Egyptian bags that are made of  .
 a cotton b leather. c rice.

3 Egyptian clothes that are made of   are present in other countries.
 a cotton b plastic c leather

4 Some Americans and Brazilians prefer Egyptian  .
 a rice b fruit c vegetables   

 B Language Functions
2  Complete the following dialogue:

 Ramy: Let’s play a game!
 Samy: OK. Can you 1 the object? 
 Ramy: I can try. What is it 2  of? 
 Samy: Glass.
 Ramy: What is it used 3 ?
 Samy: It’s used to hold hot and cold drinks. 
 Ramy: That’s easy! It’s a 4 .

3  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues:

1 Salwa: What’s the difference between an old radio and a modern one?
 Noha:  
2 Samir:  ? 
 Ahmed: A tablet is not very big. 

C Reading Comprehension
4  Read the following, then answer the questions:

1 What is the main idea of this passage?     
 

2 Mention three things reporters usually do. 
 

3 What do people in the newspaper’s office do?
 

guess / name
made

for

cup / glass / mug

An old radio is bigger than a modern one.

How newspapers are made / produced.

They check information and spelling, add headlines, and decide the order of 
the articles and photos.

Reporters / They find out about interesting news, interview people and visit places to 
get information / take photos.

How big is a tablet
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Practice Test 6b

iv

We can read newspapers online or buy them. Newspaper reporters find interesting 
topics and write about them. They interview people and visit places to get 
information. They sometimes take photos and add some of these photos to the 
articles. After an article is written, the people in the newspaper’s office check the 
information to make sure it is accurate. They also check that the spelling is correct. 
They add headlines to help readers know what the article is about. They decide 
the order of the articles and choose photos. The designers then design pages on a 
computer. 



4  The   helps the reader to know what the article is about.
 a picture  b page c headline d order

5 The underlined word They refers to  .
 a people  b places c information d reporters

D The Reader
5  a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1 The dragon was   than the Iron Man.
 a smaller  b smarter c lighter d bigger

2 The Iron Man asked the dragon to  .
 a sing  b dance c play d sleep

b. Answer the following questions:
1 How did the people feel when they first saw the dragon?
   
2 Why couldn’t the people destroy the dragon?
   

E Vocabulary and Structure
6  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   is used to make bread. 
 a Cotton  b Mango c Carbohydrate d Flour
2 Cairo is one of the   cities in Africa.
 a smaller  b largest c large d larger
3 Sewing machines are often made   Japan.
 a from  b of c in d on
4 A can is a   which is made of metal.
 a container  b hole  c laptop d blanket 
5 Samya likes maths and she likes science  .
 a but  b as c too       d so
6   phone A, phone B hasn’t got a camera. 
 a Like  b Same c Dislike d Unlike
7   in a mine can be dangerous because it’s underground.
 a Worked  b Working c Works d Making
8 Use the   to find information on your computer.
 a text message  b camera c email d Internet

7  Read and correct the underlined words:
1 She doesn’t like pasta, doesn’t she?     
2 Arabic speak in Egypt. 
3 Modern mobile phones are not as light as early ones.  

F Writing 
8  Write a paragraph of six sentences about new technology. 

	 Tapescript

Many countries have things that are made in Egypt, like cotton clothes and leather bags. Some
Americans and Brazilians prefer eating rice that is grown in Egypt. 



They felt / were frightened.

Because the dragon was huge.

does

is spoken

heavy

Students’ own answers.
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